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The Maxwell Philosophy
“Leaders evaluate everything with a leadership bias.”

INTUITION
LAW #8 – The Law of _______________________________
Learning the Law of Intuition:
1. Leaders evaluate everything with a leadership bias.
2. Not everyone is intuitive in the area of leadership, but everyone
possesses intuition.
3. In fact, everyone is intuitive in their area of strength.

Living the Law of Intuition:
The Law of Intuition depends on much more than the facts.

conditions

fact
instinct plus ________________ .
It is ____________
plus _____________
determines
Who you are _____________________
what you see.
If you” wanna see more… BE more!”

1. Go back to our lesson on the Law of the Lid and review your score on
thequalities of a leader.
2. Do things that will increase those qualities.
3. In the area of profession, look for ways to be better.
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Three Levels of Leadership Intuition:

naturally
1. Those who _____________________
understand leadership
can be nurtured
2. Those who _________________________
to understandleadership
will never
3. Those who ____________________
understand leadership
Develop intuition by developing your thinking:

project
• Research the ________________
.
plan

• Render the ________________ .

play
• Rehearse the ________________.
“Once you have a burning desire and you live in purpose with that desire, decisions
come quickly and easily and seldom if ever will you change your mind.”
— Napoleon Hill

Leading others to the Law of Intuition:
Listen for the following that indicates an opportunity to teach this law.
• I know in my gut I need to…
• I get a hunch but how do I know…?
“If prayer is us talking to God, intuition is when God talks to us.”
—Wayne Dyer
Some people believe you have to be in the right place at the right time. Almost every
time a leader is in the right place at the right time, other people are in the same place
at the same time.

intuition
place at the
The difference is _______________
which is being in the right __________
time
awareness
right ______________
with the right ___________________
.
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